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LOGLINE
This documentary takes us takes us on a journey of mystical revelations, experienced
through meditation and psilocybin by blending visual art, spiritual understanding, and
scientific research.

SHORT SYNOPSIS
DESCENDING THE MOUNTAIN takes us on a journey of mystical revelations, experienced
through meditation and psilocybin. To understand how psychedelics reveal the nature of
consciousness, psychiatrist Franz and Zen master Vanja guide experienced meditators – who
have never used psychedelics before – through a ground-breaking scientific experiment on
the majestic Swiss Mount Rigi.
This film blends visual art, spiritual understanding, and scientific research. Fairylike
animation and A.I. art visualize the mystical experience that reminds us of how much our
consciousness and the nature that surrounds us, are interconnected.

LONG SYNOPSIS
What happens when you administer psilocybin to experienced Zen meditators? A
neuroscientist and a Zen master carry out a double-blind experiment on a sphinxlike
mountain in Switzerland. Their goal: to examine the nature of consciousness.
“These substances are not for the sick only, they belong in the hands of meditation” (Albert
Hofmann)
Exactly fifty years after the ban on psychedelics a group of Zen meditators – who have never
used any psychedelic substances before – are given psilocybin on the last day of a 5-day
retreat. Half the group receives a placebo. Mystical experiences are induced through a
combination of deep meditation and psilocybin, a psychoactive compound found in magic
mushrooms.
This scientific experiment, which was published in Nature magazine in 2020, may lift the
controversy that has clouded the realm of psychedelics for far too long.
Scientist Franz Vollenweider and zen master Vanja Palmers descend from the mountain of
bliss to teach us how we can integrate mysticism into our day-to-day life.
DESCENDING THE MOUNTAIN is a mesmerising testimony of inner climate change that
shows us how psilocybin could create a revolution in improving mental health and
strengthen our connection with our environment.
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DIRECTOR’S NOTE
In this era of the psychedelic renaissance - for the first time in 50 years scientific experiments
with psychedelics are allowed again - this film focusses on the mystical or so called, peak
experiences. All of the experiments around the world focus on the use of psychedelics for
certain medical condi- tions: depression, addiction, anxiety, PTST and fear of death.
The Felsentor Experiment focusses on how psychedelics can influence a mystical experience
with healthy people who are trained through meditation for 20/30 years. Vanja Palmers
asked Franz Vollenweider to design the experiment with him.
Both Franz and Vanja have had a mystical experience with psychedelics when adolescents
and ded- icated their whole life on research, one in the scientific realm, the other in the
spiritual realm. In the Felsentor Experiment those 50 years of research come together and
combine knowledge and wisdom.
For me Descending the Mountain came to life when I saw Franz and Vanja together in
Zurich. The special chemistry between them inspired me to see the whole story of
psychedelics not only through their eyes, but also through their entire lives. Vanja and Franz
experienced something when they were twenty, that somehow touched a very deep truth.
And the rest of their lives they dedicated their work and investigated this experience in two
totally different ways. (Or maybe not so different.)
There is a universal truth in this, we all have had peak experiences as children or
adolescents, that somehow paved the way for a whole life. To study these very subjective
experiences, with the objective standards and machines of science, will give us important
data about the deep mystery of consciousness. We are only at the beginning.
The Felsentor Experiment steps over the prejudices of science toward spirituality and vice
versa. Both of them take a risk on talking about psychedelics in their different realms. By
doing so they pave the way for new experiments. We need to find ways to bring the
subjective experiences in the objective scientific realm in order to understand where we, as
humans, are going to in the future that will be dominated by AI, algorithms, robots and
computers. As with my previous films, working with artists opened the door to a new visual
language for an inner experience, this time made with A.I. I selected classic paintings about
mysticism and ecstacy in different cultures. Together with artists SeyhanLee, we fed the
paintings to machines for weeks, to bring them back to pigments, whom are also part of the
natural realm. With Douwe Dijkstra we created animations from cave paintings to fairies, in
order to create a lighthearted film.
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Insight, Germany (2021)
InScience Film Festival Nijmegen, The Netherlands (2021)
International Buddhist Film Festival (IBFF), USA (2021)
Psychedelic Music and Film Festival, USA (2021)
Academia Film Olomouc, International Festival of Science Documentary Films,
Czech Republic (2022)
For a complete and up-to-date festival overview please check:
https://www.magnetfilm.de/documentary/films/details/descending-themountain.html
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BIOGRAPHY Maartje Nevejan – director
Maartje Nevejan is an award winning independent filmmaker based in Amsterdam with a
background in theatre and multimedia. Her work researches and expresses the raw poetic
quality of reality. Nevejan is a change maker, manifesting innovative approaches to fulfilling
her visions. She brings together unexpected groups of people, from all walks of life –
holding and inspiring their often contrary views into unexpected forms of creativity.
Since 2015 Maartje focusses on finding a new visual language for subjective inner
experiences, in film. She cooperates with scientists and other artists in order to journey
deep into these inner worlds. The first film ARE YOU THERE? deals with children and
epilepsy. The second one DESCENDING THE MOUNTAIN is about mystical experiences
through meditation and psychedelics.

Filmography
2021 Descending the Mountain (78 min)
2019 Ik ben er even niet (Are You There?) (92 min /58 min)
2015 Harry, Tiny en Sonja (58 min)
2015 Wij zitten vast (TV series BNN, 8x40 min.)
2012 Het Nationale Canta Ballet
2011 De Inboorling
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